automatic dilutor/dispenser?

Manostat's New Dilutrol 3™

All new . . . all in one . . . automatic dilutor, automatic dispenser, no additional accessories to buy. The Dilutrol 3 control panel makes changing from one mode to another as simple as flipping a switch. Up front controls for: syringe volume adjustment; continuous or operator control for dispensing/diluting. Simple switchover to dispense or dilute. Teflon® or glass is the only material that comes in contact with chemicals being dispensed.

For complete bulletin, contact

Manostat!

519 Eighth Ave. • New York, N.Y. 10018 • Tel: (212) 594-6262 • Or ask your Dealer

Circle No. 48 on Readers’ Service Card
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POSITIONS WANTED


Comparative Anatomist/Behavioralist/Ichthyologist. B.S., honors, Duke University; Ph.D., University of Hawaii. Extensive marine experience in Jamaica, North Carolina, Hawaii, and Enewetak Atoll, including marine laboratory managerial experience. Four years of teaching experience. Interested in the anatomical basis of behavior of marine and terrestrial organisms. Publications and excellent references. All inquiries welcome. Box 246, SCIENCE.

Microbiologist, M.S., desires position of research associate and laboratory manager. Independent research. Strong interest and experience in microbial ecology. Broad background in microbiology and science. Also has editing and writing experience. L. Louden (formerly M. L. Brock), 26 Fairway Court, Appleton, Wis. 54911. Telephone: 414-734-9251, extension 368.

Physical Oceanographer/Limnologist. Ph.D. with 10 years of experience in ocean/Great Lakes, government, university, private industry. Interests and past experience cover ocean energy, air/sea interaction, circulation, environmental, satellite usage, warm-water area, coastal, deep sea. Seeking responsible and stimulating position using scientific and/or management skills. Box 244, SCIENCE. 10/17, 24, 31

POSITIONS OPEN